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Fig. 2.1. A sign on the banks of the Upper Ayeyarwady River, which says "No electric fishing. Don't use poison for fishing. Don't
use dynamite for fishing. If someone violates the regulation, they will be punished with 3 years in prison”.
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Fig. 2.2. Eastern spot-billed duck (Anas zonorhyncha) [LC] flying over the Ayeyarwady River.

2.2 Introduction
A study was made to summarise existing information on the threats to wildlife in the 12 sections of the
Upper Ayeyarwady River (Fig. 2.3). These sections extend for some 640 km from Bhamo (Banmaw) in
Kachin State in northern Myanmar to Bagan in the central dry zone and include 8 Key Biodiversity
Areas (KBAs) and 5 Important Bird Areas (IBAs). For detailed information on the KBAs, IBAs and
biodiversity of these 12 sections of the Ayeyarwady, see Bates et al. (2015).
The current report reviews existing data available in publications and reports. Much of the baseline
information is provided by Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007) in their excellent paper on the status and
conservation of the Irrawaddy River dolphin. Other baseline papers and reports include Bowles (2013)
on the chemical and physical attributes of the Ayeyarwady and Allen et al. (2012) on the biodiversity of
wetlands in the Indo-Burma region.
In addition to a desk study, this report also incorporates data gathered during four rapid surveys
undertaken by the project team on the Upper Ayeyarwady, namely: Mandalay to Kyaukmyaung (May,
2014), Bagan (November, 2014), Mandalay to Bhamo (February, 2015) and Mandalay to Kyaukmyaung
(May, 2015).
We have divided the threats into a series of subheadings, namely: electrofishing, gill nets, gold mining,
dams, pollution, and disturbance. For most of these subheadings, we have provided background
information, a summary of threats, a summary of the current Myanmar law, a review of what we
observed during our surveys and future recommendations.
(All photographs are taken by Paul Bates except for Fig. 2.1 by Sai Sein Lin Oo, Fig. 2.23 by Beatrix Lanzinger, and Figs. 2.6,
2.10, 2.11, 2.13, 2.24[above], which are from a variety of internet sources. All maps are by Malcolm Pearch.)
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Fig. 2.3. The 12 sections of the Ayeyarwady River. The section numbers are on a pale blue background and
correspond to the definitions outlined in Bates et al. (2015).
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Fig. 2.4. Illegal fishing with electricity is leading to a decline of fish stocks in the Ayeyarwady River and is also implicated in the
death of a number of Irrawaddy dolphins. Much of this fishing takes place at night to avoid detection. This photograph was
taken at Peleik Inn, a wetland habitat close to Mandalay (this is near to the Ayeyarwady but not on the river).

2.3 Electrofishing (Electric fishing)
Background: Electrofishing in Myanmar relies on two electrodes (wire wound around bamboo poles)
attached to a battery to deliver current into the water (Fig. 2.4). In its simplest form, it delivers a
current for no more than a metre to stun fish before they are caught. As noted by Smith and Mya Than
Tun (2007), electro-fishing has become very popular on the Ayeyarwady River since:
 the equipment is relatively cheap and needs little maintenance (unlike nets, long-lines,
bamboo traps, and fishing nets, which require constant repair)
 the battery can be used in the home for other purposes
 it results in relatively large catches of fish with little effort.
However, since 2012, a more sophisticated technique has been developed. This comprises
threading copper wires through trawling nets, and then connecting the wires to banks of car
batteries and high-voltage transformers. The heavy doses of electricity sent into the river by this
method stun many more fish. The electricity may also stun other organisms such as dolphins,
which become paralysed and are unable to swim to the surface to breathe and thereby drown
(Holland, 2015).
Threats: According to Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007), Zarni Mann (2014a), and BBC News (2015),
electrofishing represents the greatest threat to dolphins in the Ayeyarwady due to:
 electrocution leading to death of individual dolphins
 electrocution causing disturbance; dolphins learn to avoid certain areas because they are
afraid of being shocked
 decline in fish stocks.
It has also built distrust between the dolphin and fishing communities that have traditionally fished cooperatively with the dolphins.
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Myanmar law: In December, 2005, Fisheries Notification No 10/2005 was announced, which prohibits
the use of electricity to catch fish.
Current situation: In general, there is little formal documentation on the extent and impact of
electrofishing but according to the accounts of Marsh and Aung Myo Chit (2013), the Wildlife
Conservation Society (2013) and Anon (2014), it is widespread in the Ayeyarwady. During recent
surveys in February and May, 2015, there was much talk within the traditional fishing villages of
Myitkangyi and Hsithe about electrofishing. It was confirmed to us that although everyone knew it was
illegal it was commonly practised, almost exclusively at night. Even when people knew the
perpetrators, they were afraid to report them for fear of retribution, including violence.
This supports reports in a recent National Geographical article (Holland, 2015) that states that
electrofishing is controlled by a ‘mafia’ whose boats are faster than those of the authorities and who
even attack the police in raids to retrieve equipment seized by the authorities. According to Khin Su
Wai (2014) ‘officials say they are ill-equipped to control the illegal fishing problem, as the fishermen
travel in large groups and are armed with homemade weapons’.

Fig. 2.5. Electrofishing is a major threat to the livelihoods of cast-net fishermen on the Ayeyarwady River.

According to Smith et al. (2009), cast-net fishermen consistently reported dramatically depleted
catches due to illegal electrofishing.
It was reported in the Myanmar Times but not confirmed that electrofishing was responsible for the
death of at least one young dolphin in the Ayeyarwady in December, 2014 (Khin Su Wai, 2014). The
Irrawaddy reported two deaths of dolphins caused by electrofishing (Zarni Mann, 2014b) (Fig. 2.6).
During our surveys, we only fleetingly observed boats for electrofishing twice on the Ayeyarwady. Five
boats with fishermen and electric equipment were spotted near Sheinmaga (approx. 22° 16’N, 95°
59’E) in the Irrawaddy Dolphin Protected Area (KBA 85); a single boat was seen at night near to
Tagaung (23° 31.395’N, 96° 00.033’E) in the Ayeyarwady River (Shwegu Section) (KBA 75), very close to
where an Irrawaddy dolphin was also observed earlier in the evening. In addition, we saw
electrofishing being blatantly practised by eight boats at Peleik Inn (KBA 60) at about 9.00 am (Fig. 2.4).
This latter area is a wetland close to the Ayeyarwady (Bates et al., 2015).
6
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Recommendations: If fish stocks are to recover in the Ayeyarwady River and Irrawaddy River dolphins
are to be saved from extinction, it is vital that the government and local authorities effectively police
the river to eliminate electrofishing. This reflects the views of Smith et al. (2009) who wrote
‘elimination of electric fishing in a recently established protected area will be crucial for conserving the
dolphins and the cooperative cast-net fishery’.

Fig. 2.6. Two recent articles in the Myanmar press discuss the threat of electrofishing to the Irrawaddy River dolphin (Orcaella
brevirostris) [CR] in the Upper Ayeyarwady River.
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Fig. 2.7. Prospecting for gold in the river bed gravels of the Ayeyarwady River, near Sinkan (24°09.383’N, 97°03.650’E),
north of the second defile (Section 4 in Fig. 2.3).

2.4 Gold mining
Background: In early 2005, gold mining in the Ayeyarwady River was banned. During a dolphin
monitoring survey in November, 2005, no gold mining operations were observed in the river segment
between Kyaukmyaung and Mingun (Smith and Mya Than Tun, 2006). Previous to this, in 2003, there
were 73 dredgers in this 73 km stretch of the river (Smith and Mya Than Tun, 2007). In 2002, (Smith,
2003) recorded a total of 890 gold mining operations including 180 in the ‘river segment where
Irrawaddy dolphins were recorded’. Most were concentrated in areas of reduced current, especially
above and below the second and third defiles, and near channel convergences.
Threats: Gold mining causes a number of threats to river life of the Ayeyarwady. These threats are:
 chemical, especially from the use of mercury
 physical, disturbance caused by
o boats dredging the river
o hydraulic land blasters.
Chemical threat: Mercury (Hg) is one of the principal threats of gold mining operations. According to
Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007), mercury is used to amalgamate the gold. Subsequently, benthic
bacteria process the mercury into highly toxic methylmercury (CH3Hg+ or MeHg). The bacteria are then
consumed by other aquatic organisms. Methylmercury bioaccumulates up the food chain or is
released, absorbed by phytoplankton, and reintroduced in the food chain by aquatic herbivores
(Krabbenhoft and Rickert, 1996).
According to Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007), the potential for mercury to have toxic effects on river
life and especially the Irrawaddy dolphins may be especially high, due to their affinity for areas of
reduced flow where entrained metals probably settle in higher concentrations.
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Fig. 2.8. Three approaches to gold prospecting in the Upper Ayeyarwady River. Above: Panning for gold near Shwegu (Section
5 in Fig. 2.3). Middle: Sieving river sediments by hand near to Shwegu (Section 5). Below: Washing out gravels in the third
defile (Section 8).
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Physical threat: Large boat dredgers and hydraulic land blasters break-up and redistribute large
quantities of gravel and fine sediments. This causes major changes in the geomorphology and
hydrology of the river channels. In addition to increased levels of siltation, these operations are also
very noisy, which may disturb or displace river life, especially dolphins. It may also interfere with the
ability of dolphins to navigate, detect and catch prey and communicate (Smith and Mya Than Tun,
2007).
Myanmar Law: In early 2005, based in part on the mercury results reported from fish surveys in the
Ayeyarwady the government of Myanmar banned gold mining in the Ayeyarwady River (Smith and
Mya Than Tun, 2007). Gold mining using boat dredges has also been banned in the recent past, due to
concerns regarding navigation hazards, but it is unclear whether this ban is still in place (Anon, 2014).
Current situation: During three rapid surveys of the Ayeyarwady River in May, 2014 (Mandalay to
Kyaukmyaung); February, 2015 (Mandalay to Bhamo) and May, 2015 (Mandalay to Kyaukmyaung),
relatively very few gold mining operations were observed.
They included in:
 Section 3 of the Ayeyarwady (see Fig. 2.7 and cover): KBA 3 (Ayeyarwady River, Bhamo to
Shwegu Section), gravels being extracted and washed out adjacent to the river at 24°09.383’N,
97°03.650’E (north of Sinkan)
 Section 5: KBA 75 (Ayeyarwady River, Shwegu Section), some low technology sifting of gravels
(Fig. 2.8, middle); whilst near to Shwegu, a couple was observed panning for gold at approx.
24°13’N, 96°48’E (Fig. 2.8 top)
 Section 8: Third defile, extensive extraction of gravels on the east bank of the river at
22°44.075’N, 95°55.910’E (Fig. 2.8 below) and a smaller gold extraction operation at
22°50.192’N, 95°58.067’E.
 Section 9: KBA 7 (Ayeyarwady River, Singu Section) river gravels being washed for gold,
opposite Kyaukmyaung (22° 34.767’N, 95° 57.740’E) (Figure 1.26 in Bates et al., 2015).
Previously, Bowles (2013) reported (from a desk study) extensive mining operations on the Maikha and
Malikha rivers, which at their confluence join to form the Ayeyarwady in Kachin State. We did not visit
this area. Bowles (2013) also reports a large copper mine at Latpandaung on the Chindwin River, the
waters of which also drain into the Ayeyarwady. Previously, Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007) also
stressed the importance of monitoring the tributaries of the Ayeyarwady, where it is known that gold
mining takes place. Following Fredericks et al. (2005), Bowles (2013) reported high levels of certain
trace elements in the waters of the Ayeyarwady, including arsenic and cyanide. Typically, arsenic is
released when subsoil is disturbed during mining operations (Minerals Education Coalition, 2013).
Cyanide is released during nickel-, copper- and gold-mining operations.
Recommendations: It is recommended that there is continued monitoring of the Ayeyarwady River
and its tributaries to ensure that the number of illegal gold mining operations is kept to an absolute
minimum. There is a need for on-going monitoring of water quality throughout Upper Myanmar.
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Dams (x3) on the upper Taping River adjacent to
the Chinese border
Bhamo, urban centre (approx. 48,000
inhabitants)

New road bridge under construction,
23° 44.282’N, 96° 09.163’E

Washing gravels for gold,
24° 09.383’N, 97° 03.650’E

Iron and steel plant, 23° 39.395’N, 96° 07.295’E

Washing gravels for gold,
22° 50.192’N, 95° 58.067’E

Excessive dumping of household waste on river
bank (common everywhere but especially bad
adjacent to Shwegu)

Washing gravels for gold,
22° 44.075’N, 95° 55.910’E
Washing gravels for gold,
22° 44.075’N, 95° 55.910’E

Numerous tour boats (Mandalay to Mingun)

Mandalay, major urban centre (1.23 million
inhabitants)

Bagan/Nyaung Oo, urban centre (population
varies with season, numerous tourists)

Fig. 2.9. Map of potential threats to wildlife observed on the Upper Ayeyarwady River during 3 field surveys (2014-2015).
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2.5 Gill nets
Background: Gill nets are fishing nets which are hung vertically so that fish get trapped in the mesh by
their gills. Fixed gill nets are either tied between posts in shallow water or suspended from floats in
deeper water. Drifting gill nets are also attached to buoys but are not fixed in one position. The size of
the mesh determines the size of the fish that are caught. Bigger mesh allows smaller fish to swim
through the holes. Smaller mesh allows larger fish to bounce off the net and thereby escape. According
to Smith and Mya (2006) large-mesh gillnets used to catch large fish are seldom used on the
Ayeyarwady. Frequently, other animals, especially cetaceans can become trapped in such nets. Smith
and Mya Than Tun (2007) wrote ‘wherever gillnets and cetaceans occur together there will be
entanglements and mortality’.
Smith (2003) recorded a total of 5,702 fishing gears in the main channel of the Ayeyarwady during a
survey in November-December 2002. Gill nets were widely distributed throughout the river (between
Bhamo and Mingun) with 66 gillnet clusters recorded in 2002 and nearly double this number, 122

Fig. 2.10. Left: Drawing of a floating gill net.
Right. Gill nets are commonly used in SE Asia,
including Myanmar. This photograph is from Laos
(WWF, 2012).

gillnets, in 2004. During this period, the greatest number (by far) of gill nets was observed in the
second defile (Section 4 of the map in Fig. 2.3; for details of frequency of observations see Figure 4 in
Smith and Mya Than Tun, 2007). They were also present in smaller numbers in the third defile (Section
8 in Fig. 2.3) and between the third defile and Mingun (Sections 9 and 10). They were considerably less
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common north of the second defile (Sections 2 and 3) and between the second and third defiles
(Sections 5, 6 and 7 in Fig. 2.3).

Fig. 2.11. Irrawaddy dolphin caught and drowned in a gill net in Cambodia (WWF, 2012).

Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007) noted that gillnets were present in higher frequencies in areas where
Irrawaddy dolphins were reported to occur historically but were not observed during the 2002 survey.
This possibly implied that these fishing gears were at least partially responsible for the range decline of
the species.
Threats: A number of dolphin deaths is due to gillnet entanglement, which prevents them from coming
to the surface for air. Freshwater Irrawaddy dolphins are known to breathe at intervals of 70 to 150
seconds and have only been observed to stay under water for a maximum of 12 to 15 minutes (IUCN,
2014).
Myanmar Law: Fisheries Notification No. 11/2005 prohibits the use of gill nets that obstruct a watercourse and are more than 300 feet (91.4 metres) long or spaced less than 600 feet (183.9 metres)
apart. It requires fishermen to immediately release dolphins if found alive and entangled in their nets.
It prohibits the catching or killing of dolphins and the trade in them, either in whole or in part (Smith
and Mya Than Tun, 2007).
Current situation: We do not know the current situation concerning gill nets. We were told that they
still remain a considerable threat, especially to the Irrawaddy dolphin from accidental entrapment and
no doubt also adversely impact on fish stocks. However, during the three surveys of May, 2014,
February, 2015 and May, 2015, we observed few gill nets (although this may reflect our inability to
spot them rather than their absence).
Recommendations: If gill nets are being used illegally on the Ayeyarwady and if education
programmes are not working, then we suggest that the authorities should consider following the
example of the Cambodian Fisheries Administration (FiA) who in February, 2014 destroyed nearly
60,000 metres of confiscated gillnets in two gillnet burning ceremonies on the Mekong River. This was
13
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a clear demonstration of the Cambodian Government's resolve to protect the Irrawaddy Dolphin
(IUCN, 2014a). The same commitment on the Ayeyarwady would be invaluable.
Where gill nets are being used legally, an acoustic alarm to alert fishermen to dolphin entanglements
would be invaluable. This could be something as simple as a buoy with a bell that rings when the net is
agitated by an entrapped cetacean (IUCN, 2014b).

Fig. 2.12. Part of a large fish fence in the shallow waters of the Upper Ayeyarwady River, between Kathar and Shwegu;
observed and photographed in February, 2015.

2.6 Fish fence (fish weir)
Background: Fish fences are used to control the movement of fish. In the Ayeyarwady River, the fences
partially obstruct the flow of the river, funneling the fish into a particular area and thereby greatly
increasing catch size.
Current situation: They appear to be uncommon on the Upper Ayeyarwady River and only one large
fish fence was noted, between Kathar and Shwegu. The effectiveness of this form of fishing is not
known to us nor its impact on biodiversity.
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Fig. 2.13. An artist’s impression of the proposed Myitsone Dam on the Upper Ayeyarwady. This joint Myanmar-Chinese
project is currently suspended.

2.7 Dams
Current situation: In 2011, the Government of Myanmar suspended the construction of the proposed
Myitsone Dam, which was planned to have an output of 6000 megawatts and export the majority of its
electricity to China. Currently, there are no known plans to construct dams on the Ayeyarwady River
(International Rivers, 2015).
However, there are apparently three dams on the Taping River. This river is partly located in KBA 54
(Ninety-six Inns). All three dams are situated near the Myanmar/China border. Two are in Myanmar
and one in China (although we could not determine precise information on their locations). Local
people in Bhamo report that they are causing reduced water flow in the Taping River during the dry
season.
Threats: During three surveys conducted in 2002-2004, dolphins were observed in the deep pool area
at the Taping and Ayeyarwady confluence (Smith and Mya Than Tun, 2007). These sightings represent
the farthest recent upstream range of the species. If flows of the Taping River are further reduced it
could result in habitat loss for a range of biodiversity and a decline in the upstream range of the
dolphin population.
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Fig. 2.14. Household waste dumped on the east bank of the Ayeyarwady River near Shwegu.

2.8 Pollution
Background: Until fairly recently, Myanmar society utilised relatively few resources. Population levels
were relatively low and most Myanmar people lived in rural communities. The vast majority of items
used in everyday life were biodegradable and there was little industrial development.
Today, this is changing fast with greater wealth and better transport links, many consumer items,
wrapped in non-biodegradable packaging, are finding their way to remote parts of the Upper
Ayeyarwady Corridor. However, attitudes to waste management have changed little, such that, nearly
all household waste is still dumped near people’s houses and/or (in our study area) on the banks of the
Ayeyarwady River (Fig. 2.14).
Threats: Pollution of the river takes a variety of forms. These include:
 the discharge of effluent/untreated sewage from urban areas into the river
 the discharge of effluent/untreated sewage from river boats into the river
 the discharge of untreated water from industrial plants into the river (Fig. 2.15)
 the deliberate or accidental polluting of river water with oil and diesel by river boats (Fig. 2.16)
 the dumping of waste (primarily household) on the banks of the river (Fig. 2.14)
 the dumping of waste in the river by river boat crews.
Myanmar law: Currently outside the urban centres (and even within many of them), there is no
government system controlling, advising or contributing to safe waste disposal.
Current situation: The most visible pollutant was household waste. Tonnes of this waste are dumped
on the banks of the Ayeyarwady. Waste, comprising packaging (especially plastic) and all other forms
of household garbage, is visible at every settlement (Fig. 2.14). It is a health hazard, an acute
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Fig. 2.15. Above: Iron and steel plant at Maung Gong (23° 39.395’N, 96° 07.295’E). Middle: Two pipes discharging water into
the Ayeyarwady, apparently from the plant. Below: Barges of coal and containers waiting to off-load at the plant.

eye-sore and damaging for the environment. Although waste management is poor in all sections of the
Ayeyarwady, it is especially poor in southern Kachin, particularly near Shwegu (Section 5 of the river,
Fig. 2.3). In the rainy season, when the Ayeyarwady River flow typically increases more than ten-fold
(2,300 m3/s in the Dry Season to 32,600 m3/s in the rainy season [Bowles, 2013]) vast amounts of this
household waste is washed downstream and deposited randomly within the Ayeyarwady River flood
plain.
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Boat crews are also notoriously lax in their attitude to responsible waste management. All waste from
boats is ditched directly into the river, raw sewage is pumped untreated into the water, and oil and
diesel is also frequently deliberately or accidentally leaked into the river (for more details see
‘Disturbance’ below).
During the rapid surveys of this project, it was not possible to collect or analyse water samples, so we
do not know of pollution levels within the water. However, the vast volume of the river and the
relatively few larger urban areas (Fig. 2.3), with only Mandalay being a major conurbation and others
such as Bhamo, Shwegu, Kathar, Tagaung, Kyaukmyaung, Singu, Pakokku and Bagan being much
smaller towns suggest that pollution levels may still be quite low, although see Bowles (2013) for an
alternative view.
Similarly, only one major industrial site was observed between Mandalay and Bhamo, namely the iron
and steel plant at Maung Gong (23° 39.395’N, 96° 07.295’E) (Fig. 2.15). Although, there were two
pipes, apparently from the plant, draining into the river, superficially there did not appear to be
obvious pollution in this area (although no water testing was undertaken). Some potential pollution of
the river by gold mining is possible. However, as has already been noted above, very few gold mining
operations were observed in the Ayeyarwady although they are reported from rivers that drain into
the Ayeyarwady, such as the Maikha and Malikha (Bowles, 2013).

Fig. 2.16. Boats contribute to the pollution of the Ayeyarwady. Here a river tug has run aground on a sand bank. The fumes
from the exhausts form a thin film of oil on the river.
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Fig. 2.17. Thousands of boats operate on the Ayeyarwady River. Above: They come in all different shapes and sizes, including
this government ferry (to the right of the picture). Below: Typically, they include many of these small to medium-sized cargo
transport boats that also carry fare paying passengers from village to village.

2.9 Disturbance (including noise pollution)
Background: There is a range of different disturbances for wildlife in the Upper Ayeyarwady River
Corridor. These include disturbance of:
1. aquatic wildlife by:
o commercial river boats (cargo and ferries)
o tourist river boats
2. wildlife that lives adjacent to the river on sand banks by
o man
o cows, bullocks and water buffalo
o feral dogs.
1: Disturbance of aquatic wildlife: The Ayeyarwady River is a major transport highway from the delta
region in the south of Myanmar to Bhamo in the north. Boats are numerous. They range in size from
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Fig. 2.18. Above: There are numerous dinghies and small boats at every village and town, as here in Kyaukmyaung. Below:
Mandalay is the regional centre for river traffic.

small dinghies (Fig. 2.18) and fishing boats (Fig. 2.5) to medium sized commercial cargo boats (Fig.
2.17) to large oil, coal, general cargo boats and barges (Fig. 2.15) and government ferries of various
sizes (Fig. 2.17).
In the Upper Ayeyarwady River, most larger boats operate from Mandalay and to a lesser extent
Bhamo. Small boats operate from all centres of population on the river bank. The iron and steel plant
at Maung Gong (23° 39.395’N, 96° 07.295’E) is supplied by large coal carrying barges (Fig. 2.15).
Tourist boats also operate almost exclusively out of Mandalay, although a few are based in Bagan. The
vast majority of smaller tourist boats (not listed in Appendix 1 and without websites) operate in an
area of the Ayeyarwady River close to Mandalay, travelling north only as far as Mingun (approx. 10 km)
and south to Sagaing (approx. 15 km) and Innwa (approx. 16 km). In addition, there is also a number of
local boats that take tourists on the Mandalay-Bagan route.
There are over 20 mainly foreign-operated boats that cruise the Upper Ayeyarwady. They are listed in
Appendix 1 with their areas of operation included. Nearly half travel as far north as Bhamo (but not on
every trip). All but three also travel south as far as Bagan (but not on every trip). Some also tour the
20
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Chindwin. Most operate a range of different cruise schedules. They are all based in Mandalay (or
Sagaing, near Mandalay). The vast majority of the cruises are in the cool dry season (November to
March) although some also undertake a few cruises from June to October.
Threats: As noted above, pollution is the biggest threat. This includes:
 engine oil and diesel fuel, which is discharged deliberately (during maintenance) or
accidentally from boat engines (many boats use Chinese lorry engines and/or large, poor
quality outboard motors)
 waste (food, plastic, paper, card, and metal cans) thrown by most boat crews and some
passengers into the river
 untreated raw sewage discharged from the boats directly into the river
 noise pollution which may be a threat to species such as the Irrawaddy dolphin.
Secondary threats include:
 accidental injury to the Irrawaddy dolphin from collision with boats and especially their
propellers
 persecution of dolphins by tourist boats trying to ‘dolphin watch’ (it is not clear whether this is
a problem on the Upper Ayeyarwady River).
Current situation: The number of tourist boats has increased rapidly since the political reforms of
2011. However, most (in numbers of boats and passengers) operate close to Mandalay in the
Mandalay-Mingun-Sagaing/Innwa triangle. This reduces the impact on wildlife. In addition, those
working the Mandalay-Bagan route are also outside the current known range of the Irrawaddy
dolphin. There are at least 16 boats operating in the Irrawaddy Dolphin Protected Area (KBA 85) but
their impact is probably less than that of the much larger number of local and commercial cargo and
ferry boats, which operate throughout the year in this area.
Recommendations: The passengers on tourist/cruise boats should be invited to contribute sightings of
wildlife, especially the Irrawaddy dolphin and bird species, to a designated Facebook page to help
monitor their distribution and populations. They could also contribute comments on any good or bad
environmental behaviour that they observe. Training of boat crews and tour guides in good
environmental behaviour should be continued, for details see http://www.tourismmyanmarcepf.com/#!responsible-tourism/c1opl . A leaflet (Appendix 2) on the responsible behaviour towards
dolphins should be widely circulated to boat crews.

Fig. 2.19. One of many local boats that takes tourists from Mandalay to Mingun on sightseeing trips.
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Fig. 2.20. Some of the 20 or more internationally-operated boats that cruise on the Upper Ayeyarwady River, mainly between
Mandalay and Bagan and Mandalay and Bhamo (in various configurations and durations) (for details see Appendix 1). Above:
R.V. Paukan. Middle above: M.S. Hintha. Middle below: Irrawaddy Princess. Below: Road to Mandalay.
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Fig. 2.21. Top: Plovers and pratincoles feed and nest on the sand banks. Middle: Little-ringed plovers (Charadrius dubius) are
especially common. Below: In winter, Bar-headed geese (Anser indica) feed on grass growing on the sand banks.

2: Disturbance of wildlife that lives adjacent to the river on sand banks: There are numerous and
extensive sand banks and associated with shallow water areas in the Upper Ayeyarwady River,
especially in the dry season. They provide ideal habitat for migrating birds in winter and also good
nesting sites for breeding birds and other wildlife such as freshwater turtles at other times of the year.
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Fig. 2.22. Top: Buffalo (also cows and bullocks) frequently feed on the sand banks, disturbing nesting birds. They also consume
grass and other herbs, which are the food of winter migrating birds, especially geese. Below: Most areas adjacent to the
Ayeyarwady, which are suitable for agriculture, are utilised by man.

In the past, many rare birds such as the Indian Skimmer (Rynchops albicollis) [VU] nested in MarchApril on the Ayeyarwady sand banks (BirdLife International, 2001). Colonies were often found in the
company of other river-island nesters, including River tern (Sterna aurantia) [LC], Little tern (Sterna
acuticauda) [LC], Black-bellied tern (Sterna albifrons) [LC], Small pratincole (Glareola lactea) [LC] and
Great Thick-knee (Esacus recurvirostris) [NT] (BirdLife International, 2001). However, all but the Small
pratincole are now very rare or have not been seen for a number of years.
Threats: The nests of birds on sand banks are very vulnerable to predation and disturbance. In addition
to the many natural threats (such as crows, birds of prey and various reptiles), the eggs are predated
by man and the eggs and chicks by feral dogs. Cattle may trample the nests.
The eggs of freshwater turtles may also be raided by man and dogs. In addition, adult turtles may be
taken. As noted in Allen et al. (2012), although the raiding of eggs and juveniles is disruptive, the loss
of adult turtles is particularly damaging in these slow growing animals. For further information about
turtle conservation projects in Myanmar, see
http://www.turtlesurvival.org/component/taxonomy/term/summary/23/45#.Vdrk_fmqqkp .
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Current situation: The paucity of many sand bank/river-island nesting birds, except for certain species
such as the Small pratincole (Glareola lactea) [LC] and Little-ringer plover (Charadrius dubius) [LC]
suggest that there is an urgent need for effective conservation measures. In addition, despite the
protection offered by the Abbot of Tawyagyi Monastary, there is still some poaching of Eld’s deer
(Rucervus eldii) [EN] in the forests of Tawyagyi Wildlife Sanctuary (KBA 122) adjacent to the
Ayeyarwady River (Fig. 2.24: for details of the KBA see Bates et al., 2015). The situation for freshwater
turtles remains critical throughout the region (Conservation International, 2010).
Recommendations: A number of recommendations is proposed in BirdLife International (2001, page
1506) for promoting the conservation of wildlife on sand banks. These include the control of
disturbance, habitat management, protected areas, and research and education.

Fig. 2.23. There is much human disturbance of sand banks near to villages as here near Tawyagyi-Sheinmaga (above) and in
Myitkangyi (below) – both locations are in the Irrawaddy Dolphin Protected Area (KBA 85).
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Fig. 2.24. Above: A report in the Myanmar press (2015) on the poaching of an Eld’s deer (Rucervus eldii) [EN] from Tawyagyi
Wildlife Sanctuary. Below: The new bridge at Htee Kyaint (23° 44.282’N, 96° 09.163’E) is the only large construction project
currently being undertaken on the Upper Ayeyarwady River (Bhamo to Bagan sector).
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Fig. 2.25. Irrawaddy River dolphin (Orcaella brevirostris) [CR] numbers appear to be in a steep decline. The current
population in the Upper Ayeyarwady is thought to be 58 individuals (Zarni Mann, 2015). Between December, 2014 and June,
2015, nine individuals were found dead (Appendix 3). This level of mortality is unsustainable.

2.10 Discussion
Following the introduction of legislation in 2005 to set up the Irrawaddy Dolphin Protected Area (KBA
85: for details see Bates et al., 2015) and to outlaw electrofishing, gold prospecting and restrict the use
of gill nets, it could be expected that threat levels to biodiversity in the Upper Ayeyarwady River would
be reduced.
Rapid surveys in May, 2014, February and May, 2015 (the Mandalay to Bhamo section) and November,
2014 (Bagan section) appeared to support this view. By day, there were few obvious threats to wildlife.
Human population density outside the major urban centre of Mandalay and the much smaller centres
such as Bhamo, Tagaung, Kyaukmyaung, and Bagan remains low. Most agriculture is traditional in style
and low in intensity. There is only one major industrial plant, the iron and steel complex at Maung
Gong, and only one major construction project, the new bridge at Htee Kyaint (Fig. 2.9). Although
there is much dumping of household waste on the banks of the river, especially in Kachin State, in
general, pollution of the river does not appear to be a major issue. We observed very little gold mining
activity.
In terms of wildlife, we saw (for details see Bates et al., 2015):
 large numbers of birds, especially
o ducks and particularly Ruddy shelduck (Tadorna ferruginea) [LC], Eastern spot-billed
duck (Anas zonorhyncha) [LC] and Northern pintail (Anas acuta) [LC]
o herons and egrets (Ardeinae) and cormorants (Phalacrocoracidae)
o plovers (Charadriidae) and Small pratincole (Charadrius dubius) [LC]
o swallows and martins (Hirundinidae)
 a variety of rarer species such as Oriental darter Anhinga melanogaster) [NT], Bar-headed
goose (Anser indica) [LC], various birds of prey including Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) [LC] and
Rough-legged buzzard (Buteo rufinus) [LC] (for a full list see Appendix 1 in Bates et al., 2015)
 Irrawaddy river dolphins (Orcaella brevirostris) at eleven sites in five different KBAs.
However, this optimistic view of the fitness of biodiversity in the Upper Ayeyarwady River Corridor is
strongly contradicted when we assess in more detail the recent mortality of Irrawaddy river dolphins
(Orcaella brevirostris) [CR]. Since 2001, there have been 35 dolphin deaths reported (Appendix 3). Of
these 24 (66.7%) have been in the last 7 years and most disturbingly 9 (25.7%) in the last 9 months
(December, 2014-August, 2015). The locations of 34 of 35 dolphin carcasses found on the Upper
Ayeyarwady are shown in Fig. 2.28.
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This recent rapid increase in dolphin mortality is illustrated in Fig. 2.26. For small cetaceans it is generally recommended that yearly removals not exceed 1-2% of the population size (Wade, 1998) and
Smith and Mya Than Tun (2007) suggest that any more than a single death every one to two years
from human activities may be unsustainable for the Irrawaddy dolphin). The current population is
thought to be 58, a 32% decline on the 86 dolphins thought to live in the Upper Ayeyarwady in 2012
(Zarni Mann, 2015).
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Fig. 2.26. Number of recorded deaths of Irrawaddy River dolphins per year for the sixteen years (2001- August 2015) in the
Upper Ayeyarwady River. Two-thirds (66.7%) of the deaths have occurred in the last 7 years and 15% (9 deaths) in the last 9
months. For small cetaceans it is generally recommended that yearly removals not exceed 1-2% of the population size (Wade,
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1998). The upper dotted horizontal line corresponds to 2% of a population of 86 individuals (estimate of abundance in 2012),
the lower dotted line to 1%. The current population is thought to be 58 individuals (Zarni Mann, 2015).
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(18) Myazaydi, 2010, 24° 19.523’N, 97° 08.442’E

(19) Pulawyshwei, 2010, 24° 10.210’N, 96° 21.000’E
(10, 29 & 30) Kathar, 2007, 2014, 2015,
24° 09.345’N, 96° 20.240’E

(12) Shwegu, 2008, 24° 13.002’N, 96° 48.000’E

(22, 23 & 34) Settkya, 2012 (x2), 2015,
23° 45’N, 96° 08’E

(24) Male, 2012, 23° 02’N, 95° 58’E

(21) Panbin, 2011, 23° 04’N, 95° 59’E

(25) Yay daw, 2012, 22° 35’N, 95° 58’E
(6&7) Indown, 2005, 22° 31.005’N, 95° 58.527’E
(8, 26) Thitsaint/Thitsarya, 2005, 2013,
22° 22’N, 96° 00’E
(33) Sheinmaka, 2015, 22° 16.550’N, 95° 59.500’E
(17) Nga Ye, 2010, 22° 16.523’N, 95° 58.577’E
(11) Kyun , 2008, 22° 14.013’N, 96° 21.002’E

(1&2) Singu, 2001, 22° 32.523’N, 95° 59.284’E
(27, 31 & 35) Myitkangi, 2014/15, 22° 21.100’N, 96° 00.400’E
(4&5) Myayzun, 2004, 22° 16.541’N, 96° 03.306’E
(15) Hsithe, 2009, 22° 13.437’N, 96° 01.098’E
(14) Seinpangone, 2009, 22° 13.314’N, 96° 01.116’E
(9) Sinkyun, 2006, 22° 05’N, 96° 00’E
(32) Mandalay, 2015, 22° 00’N, 96° 02’E
(20) Arlaung, 2010, 21° 55.595’N, 96° 00.526’E

(28) Mingun, 2014, 22° 02.600’N, 96° 01.500’E
(3) Mayangyan Jetty, 2004, 21° 58.574’N, 96° 03.306’E

Fig. 2.28. Distribution of 34 of the 35 carcasses of Irrawaddy dolphin found on the Upper Ayeyarwady River (2001-2015). The
correct position of one carcass could not be established, see Appendix 3.
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In Fig. 2.27, the three year moving mean of known dolphin mortality is illustrated. This appears to
show a cyclical rise and fall in dolphin deaths but with an upward trend. Whether the cyclical nature is
real or chance is not known. Following three years of low dolphin mortality (2006-2008), the positive
effects of the 2005 legislation for developing the Irrawaddy Dolphin Protected Area, and the control of
electrofishing, gold mining and gill nets appears to have lost its impact. It is highly probable that the
upsurge in well organised, mafia style electrofishing, using more sophisticated and more powerful
equipment (see above) is a significant contributory factor. This is despite the fact that the dolphins are
protected from deliberate killing by ‘The Protection of Wildlife and Conservation of Natural Areas Law’,
8 June, 1994. Penalties for violation of the law are imprisonment for a term which may exceed five
years or a fine which may exceed 30,000 kyats (About $30) or both.

2.11 Recommendations
In general, there is a need for the multiple agencies responsible for the Ayeyarwady River to develop
clear priorities for its management and clear policies for the implementation and enforcement of laws
pertaining to it. It is hoped that the National Water Resources Managament Committee, established in
July, 2013, may help facilitate better co-ordination between the various stakeholders.
Dolphin conservation: If the imminent extinction of the Ayeyarwady river dolphin is to be avoided,
there is an urgent need to:
 enforce laws on electrofishing
 monitor pollution levels in the river
 monitor fish populations in the river
 educate local fishermen about the negative impacts of electro and gill net fishing
 further educate boat owners/crews of tourist boats about how to interact with dolphins (see
Appendix 2 and two manuals available at http://www.tourismmyanmarcepf.com/#!responsible-tourism/c1opl )
 develop and expand effective community-based conservation projects involving cast-net
fishermen and dolphin conservation
 carry out more sophisticated autopsies of dolphins to determine the actual cause of death.
Turtle conservation: There is an urgent need to survey current populations of rare and endangered
turtles in the Upper Ayeyarwady and to support existing conservation activities
http://www.turtlesurvival.org/component/taxonomy/term/summary/23/45#.VdYF-vmqqko .
Bird conservation: Populations of common species still appear to be robust. However, there is little or
no published data on the rarer species, such as Indian skimmer, River tern, Black-bellied tern, and the
Great thick-knee. These are priority species for further research in order to assess their conservation
status, threats or possible local extinction.
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